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INTRODUCTION 
A. Let CL be the equational theory of combinatory logic and (CL)* 
and (CL), the embeddings of CL in the first order intuitionistic, resp. 
classical logic, see [l]. 
ezt (for CL) denotes the rule 
xi?=Nx=E- M=N (Z#PV(M,N)) 
EXT is the corresponding axiom 
vzvy(vzm=yz +x=y) 
AC is the axiom 
rcc3yA(x, y) + 3zJ7zA(x, m) 
tr (the term rule for CL) is 
MZ=iVZ for all closed 2 + 1Mz=Nz 
TR is tr extended to arbitrary formulae - 
A(Z) for all closed Z=+ rxA(z) 
co=tr+mt 
.MZ=NZ for all closed Z=+ M=N 
B. In this paper “theory” will always mean “combinetory theory”, 
i.e. a first order theory containing all equations provable in CL. A theory T 
is disjunctive if for all closed formulae B, C 
(1) T j-BVC=+T FB or T FCC. 
T is strongly disjunctive if (1) holds for all formulae. 
T is existential if for all closed formulae 3yB(y) 
(2) Ti k 3yB(y) +- T k B( Y) for some term Y. 
1) The author thanks Henk Barendregt, Dr. D. v. D&n and Prof. A. S. Troelstra 
for their help. 
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T is strongly existential if (2) holds for all formulae, 
T is closed under the rule of choice if 
T I- ~~3~4~ Y) =e- T b 3xP-,A(q zz) 
C. The following results are known. See [l]. 
i) (CL),+AC is inconsistent (Scott). 
ii) (CL)t+AC and (CL)<+ AC+ EXT are conservative over CL resp. 
CL+ext, hence they are consistent. 
iii) The following theories are strongly disjunctive and strongly 
existential : 
(Q-Q, (QL)t +EXT, (Q-Q + AC, (CL){ + AC+-. 
iv) (CL), + TR + EXT + A = B is conservative over CL + co + A = B. -- 
v) (CL)t+s and (CL){ +B+ EXT are disjunctive and existential. 
Barendregt posed the following questions in [l] : 
a. IS (CL)6 + TR + EXT strongly existential ‘2 
b. IS (CL)2 + G +E strongly disjunctive 1 
C. IS (CL)t+?%+EXT+AC consistent? -- 
RESULTS 
We will show that the answer to a. is negative. Since the following 
fact holds for an existential theory T: T is strongly existential iff T is 
closed under the rule of choice, it also follows that (CL)*+ TR+ EXT is -- 
not closed under the rule of choice. 
METHOD 
We shall use a so called “universaE generator” (U.G. for short) (i.e. a 
term which contains all closed terms as subterms (modulo equality)), to 
show that there is a formula A@, y) s.t. Vx3yA(2, y) is provable by 
means of TR. 
It then follows that for any variable a, 3yA(a, y). But for suitable 
chosen a (CL)e+m+ EXT does not prove A@, Y) for any term Y. 
The heuristic motivation for using a U.G. is that, since a U.G. contains 
all closed terms, it is possible to define a formula for which a constructive 
proof is not uniform for all closed terms, but depends on some GGdel- 
numbering; which is not definable in any extension of CL (i.e. let En 
enumerate all closed terms, then it is contradictory to have a term 
a s.t. Q(En) =m). This trick suffices to make a constructive proof impossible 
for variables. (For more information on the connection between U.G.s 
and the o-rule see [2].) 
The proof will depend on the fact that DO,l=(CL), + E+m. Do0 
is the submodel of Scott’s lattice model D,, consisting of the images 
of all closed CL terms, i.e. the interior of D,. 
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PROOF OF THE RESULT 
1. LEMMA. There is a term E which enumerates all closed CL-terms, 
i.e. for all closed 2 there is a numeral p s.t. Eg=Z. 
PROOF. See [5]. 
REMARK. How the numerals are defined is irrelevant, as long as the 
successor and zero functions are CL-definable. 
2. DEFINITIONS. Let [s, y] =ilz.zxy define the pairing of x and y, 
then [z, y]R=z and [z, y](RI) =y. 
Let A =;Ibn.[En, b(S+n)], where S+ is a suitable successor function. Let 
FP = 1~.(~.f(z1$)(2z~.f(xx)), then PPM= M(FPM) for all M. 
Put B =FPA, then BP = ABg = [Eg, B(S+g)], hence Bo= [Eg, Bi] = 
=[E$ [EL, . ..[En. Bn+ 11 . ..I (note that this is a U.G.). 
3. PROPOSITION. For all closed 2 we can define a term M s.t. 
(CL)t+TR+EXT kMZ=BO_AM#K(B(J. 
PROOF. Let 2 be En for some numeral 12. 
Define M=k. [EC, . . . [Ed, [z, Bn+ ll...], then we have 
a. MZ = B(j (immediate). 
b. Let M= K(Bg), then MK = 2MS= Bc. Now Mx(KI) . . . (n times). . . 
. ..(KI)K=x. 
So K=S, since HK= MS. Hence M$K(BCl), by the consistency of 
(CL)I+TJi-~. 
4. PROPOSITION. (CL)a+TJ+m ~Vx3y(yx=B(jAyfK(B~)). 
PROOF. By the preceding proposition 
(CL)t+m+m ~3y(yZ=B~Ay#K(B~)) 
for all closed 2, so the proposition follows by TR. 
5. COROLLARY. For some variable a, a $ PV(B(J. 
(CL)i+TR+EXT k3y(ya=Bc A y#K(Bg)). 
6. PROPOSITION. Let DOoo k Pa = Q for a $ PV(Q), then DOoo k P= KQ 
for all terms P, Q. 
PROOF. This proof will make use of facts and notation from [3]. It 
is intuitively clear that Pa eliminates a, as a does not appear in Q, so 
P can not be separated from KQ. More precise: Let DOm t= Pa= Q, then 
BT(Pa) -Jo BT(Q). 
Now a E BT(P) e- a E BT(Pa), hence, since a # BT(Q), also a .$ BT(Pa). 
Therefore a $ BT(P). By a lemma of J. W. Klop and J. A. Bergstra [4], 
there is a term P’s.t. BT(P)=BT(P’) and a$PV(P’) so BT(P’a) wqBT(Q). 
Hence OOo3 kP=P’=la.P’a=ila.Q=KQ. 
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7. LEMMA. Do0 k(CL),+TR+m. 
PROOF. Since D, k (CL)r, also DJoo k (CL)g. Since Do3 consists of 
the definable elements, Do0 tz (CL)t+m. DC0 j=3EXT does not follow 
trivially from D, j=EXT, but is proved in [7], $6. 
8. PROPOSITION. There is no CL-term Y s.t. 
(CL)g+D+EXT k Yu=BCJ A Y#K(BCJ for CG $FV(B(I). 
PROOF. Let (CL)t+m+ EXT b Ya=B$ then Do3 k Yu=B$ and 
since a $ FY(BQ), by proposition 6, Do0 k Y =K(BCJ. Now the 
proposition follows by proposition 7. 
9. THEOREM. (CL)t+~+~ is not strongly existential. 
PROOF. By propositions 6 and 8. 
10. PROPOSITION. A theory T is strongly existential iff T is existential 
and closed under the rule of choice. 
PROOF. =+ : T is existential follows trivially. Let T k Vx3yA(z, y) 
then T kRyA(a, y) for variable a. Then T k A(a, Y) for some Y by 
strong existentially, and thus 
T k A(a, (Au. Y)a). Hence T k VxA(x, @a. Y)x) 
and therefore T k ZyVz&, yz). Therefore T is closed under the rule 
of choice. 
--e: Let T /-3yA(y, ) a , a all the PV of A, then T t-Vx3yA(y, x) and 
thus T k3yF”xA(yx, x) where yx=y~r...x~. Now this formula is closed, 
therefore T k VxA( Yx, x) for some term Y, hence T k A( Ya, a), i.e. T 
is strongly existential. 
11. THEOREM. (CL){ + TR + B is not closed under the rule of choice. 
PROOF. By propositions 9 and 10. 
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